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Black Churches and Neighborhood Empowerment in Boston, Massachusetts 1960s and 1970s: Lessons for Today
James Jennings, PhD

This report relates oral history from eleven elder black activists familiar with development initiatives in Boston’s Black community during a period it was growing and moving from Roxbury and the South End into Mattapan. The role of Black churches in neighborhood revitalization efforts of that era is surveyed, offsetting what has been limited research on this aspect of the religious institutions. The report finds that a number of churches operationalized the Civil Rights Movement, undertook developments with resources they controlled, and focused those projects on the entire Black community, not just the immediate areas surrounding their houses of worship.
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Crime in the African-American Neighborhood
Alix Cantave, PhD

The observations and findings of a community roundtable discussion are reported and supplemented with additional research on crime in Boston, which black respondents to a 2006 survey identified as the most important issue affecting them. This report recapitulates the main ideas expressed by roundtable participants, including their recommendations for violence reduction and prevention strategies. This report also contains an overview of the factors that participants believed contributed to an upsurge of violent crime that affected young black men in particular.
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